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Abstract
Data-driven learning (DDL) has been around since the mideighties, and provides an excellent way for BE teachers to
bring authentic language into the classroom. Yet despite its
long history, some teachers remain hesitant to use it. In this
session I will explain what DDL is and demonstrate just how
useful it can be. The talk will include descriptions of easily
available tools as well as activities which you can easily adapt
to suit your own teaching context.

What is DDL (Data-Driven Learning)
Data-driven learning (DDL) consists in using the tools
and techniques of corpus linguistics for pedagogical
purposes.
Gilquin and Granger, 2010, p. 359

Why DDL?
• Provide access to authentic language
• Check usage
• Encourage learners to explore language
• Multiple examples in context
• Develop learning skills e.g. noticing, reflecting, analyzing …

What is needed
• A corpus containing naturally occurring language data
• Tools to access the corpus (corpus analysis tools)

Red
A copy of the agreement is kept in a red file (near Sam’s desk)
Attached is the red-line version of the …
So it’s a red-letter day for us …
I will raise a red flag …
He might be barking at a red herring.
My answers below in red.
Take the red-eye flight home on Monday night.
So let me know if I have any money coming to me or if I am in
the red.
… investors fear more red ink splashed over the balance sheets
I drank more red wine than beer that weekend.
The paperwork and red tape have seemed unending …
I’ve already marked up w/ red pen …
https://pixabay.com/photos/turkey-profile-picture-bird-animal-399304/

Specialist language – aground

DDL and learner autonomy
Learners access corpora
themselves and explore
language

Teacher-led
Teachers use corpora to investigate
language and produce materials /
learning activities

Learner-led

Mukherjee, 2006

Teacher, is it possible
to say “many money”
in English? Or is it
always “much
money”?

Linggle.com

Teacher, can you please finally explain all the
types of “if” sentences?

Teaching conditionals
• Zero (If + present simple, present simple),
• First (If + present simple, will + infinitive),
• Second (If + past simple, would + infinitive), and

• Third (If + past perfect, would have + past participle)
• Mixed conditionals

Earnings calls transcripts
Conference calls during
which company executives
present periodic financial
results to investment analysts
connected via telephone and
the Internet
Crawford Camiciottoli, 2010, p 343

Earnings calls transcripts

Report
•
•

Q&A

Easily available online
Often include recordings as
well as transcripts

1. And if so, what's the major roadblock for others getting
involved?
2. And sorry, just if I can squeeze one more.

3. I'm not sure if you put out there what the number is
today.
4. If you look at sort of what your burn was, the last couple
of quarters, would that kind of put where your balance is
today?
5. I'm just wondering if that's appropriate, if you can
comment on that.
6. If this product is better, your average pricing should
continue to trend down.
7. I'm wondering if you could provide any guidance with
respect to your product mix.
8. So, if you could just give any color with respect to what
your position on that is.

9. So, if you're wanting to pay less you get rid of all those
mistakes.
10. I just have one follow-up if you don't mind?

11. I don't know if it will stay that way.

12. If you use our technology, you don't get a hundred new
features, every quarter.
13. I just wonder if you could comment on just sort of the
geographic landscape for you all.
14. I was wondering if you just add a little bit color on sort of
what you're seeing across the different markets.
15. If you did not receive a copy, you may obtain the
information from the website.
16. Can you talk about if there is any impact there of any
investments, you might be considering?
17. I don't know if that's what you were trying to reference or
allude to
18. If some of the tariffs are rolled back, how is the company
going to handle this?

19. I don't know if we should be thinking about something
similar on a go-forward basis?
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color - requests for additional information
• Any color there would be helpful.
• To add a little more color, …
• I have no real color to add.
• I guess I‘d add just a little bit of color.
• You‘ve given some good color on how you think the markets will …
• If you could provide some color on …
• Could you talk about what sort of color …
• Appreciate the color.
• Thanks for the color.

A final thought
What is distinctive about the DDL approach to inductive
language teaching is the principle that the data is primary, and
the teacher does not know in advance exactly what rules or
patterns the learners will discover: indeed, they will often
notice things that are unknown not only to the teacher, but
also to the standard works of reference on the language. It is
this element of challenge and of discovery that gives DDL its
special flavour and stimulus.
Johns, 1991, p. 2
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Corpora / corpus analysis tools
AntConc https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/
English Corpora https://www.english-corpora.org/
Enron Email dataset https://wstyler.ucsd.edu/enronsent/
Linggle https://linggle.com/
Netspeak https://netspeak.org/
Research Centre for Professional Communication In English
http://rcpce.engl.polyu.edu.hk/rcpce/corporaresources.html
SKELL https://www.sketchengine.eu/skell/

